Thank you for purchasing the Scott Drake Cowl Cover!

READ BEFORE INSTALLING

1. Make sure the surface around the cowl vent is clean.
2. Lay your new Scott Drake Cowl Cover over the cowl vent.
3. Check the position of the cover to make sure it is seated correctly.
4. Carefully check the alignment of the lock stems to the openings in the vent grill. **Note:** misalignment will cause chipped paint.
5. Once the lock stems are properly aligned, start to install the cover.
6. Using a coin, push down slowly and firmly on the seal-lock. Watch the stem to make sure it passes between the bars in the vent. Once the stem passes the bars, turn the lock a quarter turn and release.
7. Repeat this process for the remaining locks.
8. To remove the cover, use a coin to turn the locks one-quarter turn while pushing down on the locks slightly.

The Scott Drake Cowl Cover is designed and built to provide years of service. Use mild detergent to clean the surface of the cover. Rinse with water and dry with a clean cloth. Rubbing the surface will cause scratches.